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Abstract: A kind of combined seal of magnetic fluid seal and mechanical seal was designed in
order to improve the capacity in the magnetic fluid seal for sealing liquid for the performance of
increasing saturation magnetization and magnetic field strength was not satisfied. It mainly
indicates the pressure-resistant capacity of combined seal of mechanical seal and magnetic fluid
seal in this paper and verifies the pressure-resistant capacity of combined seal is better than the
independent magnetic fluid seal both in the static seal and rotary seal for sealing liquid. The effect
of coupling model on the performance of combined seal was studied. Results show that the film in
seal end faces has large influence on some factors such as initial cone angle of the seal rings and the
fluid-solid coupling effect.
Introduction
As the petrochemical, aerospace, materials science and manufacturing technology developing with
high intelligence, energy saving and environmental protection, the requirements for sealing in the
aerospace and other fields are increasing highly, so the modern industry puts forward some new
requirements for sealing system, which are fewer leakage of sealing medium or even without
leakage (including liquid phase zero leakage and gas phase zero escape) under the environment of
big temperature difference and pressure difference, long service life, high stability, good
anti-interference ability, low cost and convenient maintenance, etc. But the technology of traditional
mechanical seal is difficult to adapt the new requirements.[1]
The seal interface usually has two basic types in all sealing forms of rotary fluid machine: one
is radial seal formed by two radial located cylindrical surfaces; the other is axial seal formed by two
axial located plane surfaces.[2] The technology of traditional mechanical seal adopts the axial seal
formed by seal ring end faces into rotary fluid machine, which has good anti-pressure and
anti-vibration ability but has complex structure and high machining accuracy. While the magnetic
fluid seal is the technology which makes the new magnetic nano-particles dispersed in base fluid to
form stable colloidal solution named magnetic fluid, and then adsorbs the magnetic fluid into seal
clearance under the magnetic field to form the tough annular fluid film to prevent the seal medium
leaking from seal clearance.[3]The magnetic fluid seal has zero leakage, no wear, long life and
simple structure, but weak anti-temperature difference and anti-pressure difference ability.
[4]
Compared with the two independent seals, the performance of combined seal of traditional
mechanical seal and new magnetic fluid seal is greatly promoted.
It designs a seal structure combined traditional mechanical seal with new magnetic fluid seal,
deduces and verifies that the pressure-resistant capacity of combined seal is better than that of the
independent magnetic fluid seal both in the static seal and rotary seal for seal liquid, and obtains
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some results that have certain practical value. According to the elastic hydrodynamic lubrication
theory, it analyzes and studies the seal mechanism of the linear groove circumferentially distributed
on the seal faces. The effect that the coupling model acts on the performance of the hydrodynamic
mechanical seal is further studied. The study provides a theoretical basis for the optimization of
combined seal structure of mechanical seal and magnetic fluid seal and the improvement of
performance.
The Mechanical Seal and Magnetic Fluid Seal
The mechanical sealing principle
The mechanical seal is also called the face seal, which is a device used to solve the seal between
rotary shaft and body, and which mainly used to seal applying the elastic component to preload the
seal pair in end face of rotary and static ring and to compress the medium and elastic component
pressure. [5]
The technology of magnetic fluid seal
The magnetic field is a high stable colloidal solution formed by the ferromagnetism or
ferromagnetic nanoparticles that are coated with surfactant dispersed highly in the base fluid of low
volatility. [6]The magnetic fluid is a new liquid magnetic function material, has the fluidity of the
ordinary liquid and the magnetic conductivity of ordinary liquid which does not have. The magnetic
fluid is used in sealing technology began in the 1970s, the structure is shown in Fig.1.

Sealed
gas

Magnetic fluid

Magnetic circuit

1-sealed cabin 2-seal ring 3-location sleeve 4-pole piece 5-seal ring 6-permanent magnet 7-seal ring 8-pole piece
Fig.1 The structure of magnetic fluid seal

The magnetic field is adsorbed in the seal clearance under the influence of magnetic field,
which forms the tough annular fluid film to prevent the leakage of sealing medium. [7] The magnetic
particles in magnetic fluid film is separated by dispersant and base fluid and not convergent glue,
which remains the liquid fluidity and without solid friction with the adsorbing parts, without wear
and long service life, and its seal life mainly depends on the consumption of magnetic fluid.[8]
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The Combined Seal of Magnetic Fluid Seal and Mechanical Seal
Based on the principle and structure of magnetic fluid seal and mechanical seal, the designed
structure of combined seal of magnetic fluid seal and mechanical seal is shown in Fig.2:

1-seal cavity

2-bearing

7-static sealing ring 1

3-rotary shaft

4-bolt 5-nut

8-machinery seal 9-location sleeve

11-permanent magnet

12-pole piece

6-connecting flange
10-static sealing ring 2

13-end cap

14-key

Fig.2 The structure of combined seal with magnetic fluid seal and mechanical seal

The geometrical model of combined seal
The linear grooves are uniformly distributed along the seal ring circumference on the seal faces.
Among them, the depth of linear grooves is 0.5 mm, the width of linear grooves is 1 mm and the
numerate of the grooves is 24, as shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3 The end of seal ring
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The mathematical model of combined seal
To simplify the calculation, the assumption to fluid film is made as follows:
(1)The fluid film among seal faces is continuous medium and has constant temperature and
viscosity;
(2)The material performance of seal ring and seal medium is constant;
(3)The seal end faces are smooth and without considering the effect of roughness on fluid film.
[9]

The kinematic state of fluid film determines the seal performance of seal faces; and its control
equations base on the Reynolds equation of mass conservation of polar coordinate expression:
1 ∂ δ 3 ∂p
1 ∂
∂p
∂(λδ )
（1）
(
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(r δ 3
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Where γ and θ respectively represent the radius and angle in arbitrary point; δ is the thickness
of fluid film; p is the pressure of fluid film; μ is the viscosity of fluid film; ω is the angular speed of
rotating ring; ρ is the density of fluid film in arbitrary position and ρc is the density of seal medium.
The Fluid-solid Coupling Model
The force analysis of seal ring
According to the axisymmetric geometry model of seal structure in combined seal, the force
analysis of seal ring is shown in Fig.4.

Fig.4 The force analysis of the ring

p0 is the bearing pressure along the direction of outside diameter and outside diameter side in
seal faces; pi is the bearing pressure along the direction of inner diameter and inner diameter side in
seal faces and p(r) is the variation of the fluid film pressure along the radial.
The deformation of the seal ring in the combined seal
The seal rings produce mechanical deformation under load, which appears deflection around the
section centroid. The comparison of deformation about the rings as shown in Fig.5.
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Fig.5 The comparison of deformation about the rings

The balance equation of axial force of seal ring as follows:
Fs + F0 = Fz + Fb （3）

Fs －The concentration force clamping in the outside diameter of seal ring; F0 －seal opening
force; Fz － The concentration force supporting in the inner diameter of seal ring; Fb － seal
locking force.

F0 and Fb can get from the following equations.
F0 = 2π ∫

R2

R1

Fb = 2π ∫

R2

R1

p(r )dr （4）

p rdr （5）
i

There has some relationship between the deflection angle φ after the seal ring deformed and the
deformation ∆l of tightening screw:
∆l = (R 2 − R 1 )φ （6）
FS = F0 + k∆l （7）

And

φ =

M θ RC2
（8）
EJ x2

E is the elastic modulus of seal ring; J X is the inertia moment of the cross section of seal ring

to the x axis; M θ is the torque produced by all of the load in the seal ring, that is
Mθ =
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Also

Jx =

∫

A

2

y / (1 − x / Rc )dA （10）

Where R1 and R2 respectively represent the inner diameter and outside diameter in the seal ring;
C is the centroid of the cross section of seal ring; Rc is the radius of the centroid C;

Z 1 and Z 2 respectively represent the Z coordinate of low and top angle point in the outside of seal
ring. Therefore, the deformation of seal ring can be obtained.
The analysis of the flow field in seal faces
In axisymmetric model, the control equations of fluid film in the seal clearance are as follows:
∂
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The δ 0 is the minimum film thickness in the equilibrium state.
According to the above equations, the leakage Q and the opening force F0 can be obtained.
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μ is the kinematic viscosity of seal medium.
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The experiment of the combined sealing liquid of magnetic fluid seal and mechanical seal
The static sealing liquid experiment of combined seal
Before this experiment started, seal clearance is injected into 5 ml magnetic fluid, combined seal
structure is installed in test bed, and inlet valve and pressure gauge are connected. This experiment
uses water as liquid sealing medium.
The sealed cabin is pressurized after injected into 20ml water. From the minimum pressure
value 0.05MPa starting, the sealed cabin is pressurized 0.05MPa every other hour until the pressure
reaches 0.5MPa. Through observing the pressure gauge readings and recording readings before
pressurizing every time, the experimental data of static seal for water by combined seal and
magnetic fluid seal is shown in Fig.6.

Pressure value /MPa

Theoretical pressurized value /MPa
Combined sealing experimental values /MPa
magnetic sealing experimental values /MPa

The experimental data of static seal for water by combined seal and magnetic fluid seal
Experimental duration /h

Fig.6 The experimental data of static seal for water by combined seal

The dynamic sealing liquid experiment of combined seal
The connection performance of all components is debugged before the experiment. The sealed
cabin is injected into 20ml water, which the experiment uses the experimental method of static seal
for water by combined seal to monitor the seal anti-pressure performance of dynamic seal for water
by combined seal respectively in the speed at 200r/min, 250r/min and 300r/min, observes the
experimental phenomenon and record the pressure gauge readings, the anti-pressure experimental
data of static seal for water by combined seal and magnetic fluid is shown in Fig.7(a), 7(b).

Fig.7 The experimental data of dynamic seal for water by combined seal
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The Finite Element Analysis of Combined Seal
The ANSYS finite element method is used to verify the analytical method of the mechanical
deformation of seal ring from the moment when the deflection angle φ of seal ring is equal to zero
and the δ 0 in the equilibrium state is obtained in the fluid-solid coupling model. Then the situations
of stress distribution and deformation of seal ring according to the ANSYS finite element method
are respectively shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9.

Fig.8 Stress distribution of seal ring

Fig.9 Deformation of seal ring

The circumferential waviness in the end faces is formed by the double effect on the fluid film
of seal faces and the pressure of seal medium; and the taper of lubricant film also increases with the
increasing radial deformation of seal ring.
Conclusions
(1) By the anti-pressure experiment of static seal for water of Combined Seal, the anti-pressure
performance of static sealing liquid of combined seal is higher than that of independent magnetic
fluid seal, which the combined seal can reach 0.45Mpa. The combined seal of magnetic fluid seal
and mechanical seal is a critical way for improving the capacity of magnetic fluid sealing
anti-pressure.
(2) By the anti-pressure experiment of dynamic seal for water of combined seal, the seal
performance can reach 0.2MPa that is superior to independent magnetic liquid rotary seal when the
rotary speed at 200r/min. The combined seal of magnetic fluid seal and mechanical seal is a
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technology that uses the magnetic fluid seal in seal fluid medium and is an important breakthrough
to solve the problem of some critical technologies.
(3)Through analyzing the fluid-solid coupling model's influence to the combined seal
performance, the results are that the mechanical deformation in seal faces has great influence on the
lubrication film in the seal gap and the initial cone angle in seal faces should be combined with
fluid-solid coupling interaction to comprehensively analyze the impact of the combined seal
performance when studying numerical calculation of seal performance.
(4) It is found that the seal faces of rotating rings and static rings can form the circumferential
waviness and the radial taper along the seal ring under the effect of linear grooves in seal faces.
When the pressure elevates, the circumferential waviness becomes larger while the radial taper is
fewer changed, which reduces the leakage rate to some extent and provides a theoretical basis for
the optimization of combined seal structure of mechanical seal and magnetic fluid seal and the
improvement of performance.
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